
Celebrity Wedding To-Be? Blac
Chyna  Wears  Suspicious
Looking  Ring  in  Rob
Kardashian’s Instagram Post

By
Cortney Moore

Blac  Chyna  and  Rob  Kardashian  are  no  strangers  to
controversial  celebrity  news.  The  pair’s  celebrity
relationship has only gone on for little over four months and
people are already asking if a celebrity engagement is in the
works! According to People.com, the ring Chyna is wearing in
the photo Kardashian recently posted to his Instagram account,
is  the  same  ring  she  was  seen  wearing  back  in  February.
Chyna’s  best  friend  Amber  Rose  took  to  Instagram  to
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congratulate the celebrity couple for their potential upcoming
celebrity wedding, saying, “I never seen my sis so happy and I
couldn’t be more happy for her! Sometimes we find love in the
strangest places.”

There  could  be  another  celebrity
wedding in the works! What are some
ways  to  play  up  the  mystery
surrounding your engagement?

Cupid’s Advice:

Getting engaged is an exciting and special moment. Some are
quick to announce they’ll be tying the knot to the world,
while others like to play coy and keep the juicy details to
themselves. If mystery is your thing, Cupid is here to help
you hold off announcing your engagement:

1. Don’t post it: The best way to keep a low profile on your
engagement is to stay away from social media. Keeping secrets
can be hard, so if you’re tempted to reveal your engagement
write it down in a journal to shake that urge to post.

Related Link: Celebrity Wedding News: Hilary Swank Is Engaged
to BF Ruben Torres

2. Decide when: If you want your engagement announcement to
stand out, you need to figure out exactly when and how you
want to reveal the news. Think about how you can best surprise
people. Since using social media is common practice now, maybe
you can go old school and send the announcement on paper!

Related Link: Celebrity Wedding To-Be: ‘American Idol’ Alum
Pia Toscano is Engaged

3.  Tease  and  deny:  The  most  fun  part  about  mystery  is
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anticipation. People can’t wait to figure it out; just ask any
mystery novelist. A fun way to reveal your engagement is to
drop little hints and act like you don’t know what people are
talking about when they ask if you’re engaged. The people who
guessed that you’re engaged will be satisfied when they find
out they were right.

How did you go about revealing your engagement? Share your
stories below!


